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Study #1

Study #2

The goal is to acquire and analyze human-generated 2D
geometric arrangements. Study inquiries include:

The goal is to examine how participants evaluate the similarity of
human- and computer-generated geometric arrangements to
given samples.

-

How do participants synthesize larger arrangements from a
given small sample?
How do participants to evaluate their success at generating
the larger arrangement?

Quantitative analysis of collected similarity ranks
Measure of similarity in order of strength:
1) Spatial structures formed through multiple instances of
stimulus patches
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2) Identification of themes
3) Overall comparison using Mathematical attributes.
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Ratings of human-generated images with computer-generated image ratings removed

Tiling approach (P5)

Hurtut et al. [2009]

Human-generated “most similar” ratings

Human-generated “least similar” ratings
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Structured approach (P14)
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Regardless of the generation approach
we find that the majority of arrangements resulted in high similarity ranks.

Our research provides a firm perceptual foundation from which
future researchers can develop and subsequently assess the
success of new algorithms. In this work we identify:
-

important visual cues used by people when generating
and/or comparing similarity of geometric arrangements.

-

a set of strategies adopted by participants when generating
arrangements.

Dominant visual properties for geometric arrangements

Irregular 2D geometric arrangements

Visual factors used by participants when
generating and comparing similarity of 2D
arrangements
density
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These images were all pseudo-randomly generated.
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Group B

We structure our inquiry around
two user studies.
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Participants’ strategies for generating
arrangements depend on the complexity of the images.
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Group A

To identify important global and
local visual aspects of arrangements, and then verifying that
similar factors are used to
compare synthesized and sample
arrangements.
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Our idea
The initial idea is to develop a
viable evaluation that measures
similarity between sample arrangements and synthesis results.
Inspired by the work of Liu et al. [1]
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To emphasize the importance of
visual preferences in the process
of deciding geometric texture
similarity. This work will further
offer insight for future texture
synthesis algorithms.
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Future work
-

Develop benchmark samples for evaluating the effectiveness
of new synthesis algorithms.

-

Evaluating the effectiveness of existing Geometric texture
synthesis algorithms (i.e., Barla et al. [2], Ijiri et al. [3], and
Hurtut et al. [4]).

-

Look for commonalties that exist between different texture
styles (regular to irregular).
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